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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the High Resolution Borehole Seismics
Project has been to improve the reliability and
resolution of seismic methods in the particular
environment of nuclear waste repository sites. The
results obtained, especially the data processing and
interpretation methods developed, are applicable
also to other geophysical methods (e.g. Georadar).

The goals of the seismic development project have
been:

the development of processing and interpretation
techniques for mapping fractured zones, and

the design and construction of a seismic source
complying with the requirements of repository
site characterization programs.

Because these two aspects of the work are very
different in nature, we have structured the report
as two self contained parts.

Part I describes the development of interpretive
techniques. We have used for demonstrating the
effect of .1' fferent methods a VSP data set collected
at the SCi i ite during Stage I of the project. Five
techniqu s lave been studied: FK-filtering. three
versions : Tau-p filtering and a new technique that
we have .; »• iloped lately, Image Space filtering.

Part i: refers to the construction of the piezo-
electric .'ource. Earlier results obtained over short
distance with low energy piezoelectric transmitters
let us relieve that the same principle could be
applie:. for seismic signal transmitters, if
soluti . s for higher energy and lower frequency
output were found. The instrument which we have
constrt ted is a cylindrical unit which can be
placed n a borehole and is able to produce a radial
strain 'hen excited axially. The minimum borehole
diamete- is 56 mm.
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SUMMARY

This report reviews the development of seismic
methods for nuclear waste repository site
characterization carried out within the Stripa
Project Phase 3. An important requirement has been
that these methods must also be adequate for probing
crystalline rock. This led to a series of new
problems to be solved. It is known that most of the
established seismic methods have been developed for
prospecting in sediments which produce a very
different seismic response compared with the
bedrock. The spatial orientation of the rock
features in crystalline can be quite diverse and the
reflectivity of the interfaces is generally lower
than in sediments. There are also many small scale
inhomogeneities causing non-coherent backscattering
appearing in the seismic records as noise. The scale
of the investigations is much smaller than with oil
and mineral prospecting, which places different
requirements on the data acquisition equipment. For
these reasons, it was necessary to develop in
parallel an adequate data processing and
interpretation sequence and suitable acquisition
tools.

Because the two aspects of the work - development of
specific interpretive methods and construction of
adequate measuring equipment - are very different in
nature, we have structured the report as two self
contained parts.

Part I describes the development of methodology. Not
all of the algorithms and programs applied were
developed within the Stripa project. However,
general outlines of the principles of these methods
are included for the understanding of the processing
sequence used.

We have used the same data set for demonstrating the
relative merits and drawbacks of the different
processing techniques that we have studied, namely
an offset VSP section recorded in borehole W1 at the
SCV site. The signals were produced by sledge hammer
in the SCV tunnel and recorded by triaxial
accelerometers. We have chosen this fairly simple
experiment in order to get as general conclusions as
possible, without having to account for influences
of particular layouts and sophisticated acquisition
equipment.

Five different techniques of reflection enhancement
were studied: standard FK-filtering, three versions
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of Tau-p filtering, which we have partly developed
ourselves, and a new technique called Image Space
filtering, which we have also developed lately.

All the multichannel filtering methods gave quite
similar results (except Tau-p with coherency), when
similar filter settings were used. The Tau-p and
Image Space methods give clearly better
possibilities for adjusting velocity limits than FK
methods, but the FK transform is faster to compute.
Image Space filtering seems to be the most efficient
method for enhancing very weak reflections of the
kind commonly found in crystalline rock. The Image
Space can also be used to estimate the position and
strength of nearly planar reflectors. If the
planarity condition is not met and the algorithm is
changed to take into account diffractions, the
transform becomes similar to the Kirchhoff
migration. The relative efficiency of the Image
Space technique with respect to the other approaches
studied resides in the fact that it uses the
physical wave propagation velocity rather than the
apparent velocity defined by the slope of an event
in a given profile. This gives more flexibility in
choosing the test configuration and allows the
treatment of structures with any orientation in
space.

Earlier results obtained over short distances with
low energy piezoelectric transmitters and some
reported successes with the same kind of devices in
large diameter wells led to the idea of applying the
same principle for seismic signal transmitters in
slim boreholes (minimum diameter: 56 mm). A solution
had to be found for obtaining a higher energy and
lower frequency output given the small instrument
size allowed. We decided to work on the idea of a
cylindrical piezoelement able tc produce a raoial
strain when excited by an axial field and this way
to reach intrinsic radial operation. Two versions of
this seismic source were built.

The basic idea with both transmitt types built and
tested during the project was to ^lace two axial
stacks in the borehole facing each other at a
certain distance and by matching the frequency with
the distance to achieve resonance. In both cases the
piezoelectric stacks had a fundamental frequency of
appr. 5600 Hz.

With the first version, the constructive ideas and
materials used were derived from sonar equipment. As
a consequence, the instrument was narrow banded
functioning properly only within a 300 Hz bandwidth
around the resonance frequency of the piezo
elements. The main reason for choosing the standard
sonar technology as a starting point was to assess
at c relatively low cost the suitability of this
type of instrument for measurements in crystalline
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rock.

The second version has been built following the same
resonance principle, but the overall construction
has been changed. A new piezoceramic material
permitted a wider band output so that it became
possible to emit different frequencies and reach
resonance by adjusting the distance between the
piezoceramic heads during operation.



PART I:
PROCESSING METHODS FOR VSP SURVEYS

INTRODUCTION

Part I of this report consists of the presentation
and discussion of various interpretive methods for
seismic data, studied and developed during Phase 3
of the Stripa Project.

At the time when the project was started, many
methods for seismic data processing were used
routinely in the prospecting industry. We tried
first to find out which of these techniques could be
appropriate, updated if needed, for the study of
crystalline rock. We found out that the two topics,
prospecting and site characterization were very
different and we could use only orientative ideas
from the existing methodology.

The structure of crystalline rock at the relatively
small scale of a repository site can be quite
complex compared with the sedimentary formations
prospected for oil and natural gas. In the latter
case formation boundaries are often nearly
horizontal and well defined by changes in physical
properties. In crystalline rock the position in
space of the rock features obeys no general rule and
any dip is possible. Moreover, the reflectors are
relatively weak, especially in the homogeneous rock
bodies like the one at the SCV-site. The complexity
of the structure resides also in the large number of
very small scale inhomogene"" ties. The consequence
for seismics is the presence in the data of
non-coherent backscattering appearing as noise.

These facts required the development of new
strategies for the processing and interpretation of
seismic data. The main emphasis in our work has been
on the development of multichannel filtering
techniques which would allow us to separate the
reflection patterns strongly interfering with each
other (due to the complexity of the reflector
geometry) and to enhance the weak reflected energy
by eliminating the backscattered noise.



We have also developed methods to improve the
accuracy and reliability of interpretation by
defining criteria for recognizing in a more
objective way events associaced with real rock
features and noise artifacts. The human interpreter
often errs by marking as real events accidentally
coherent patterns.

The problem that has to be solved eventually by
geophysics in a sxte characterization exercise is to
build a conceptual model of the rock features. In
the Stripa Project the problem could be solved by
evaluating the indications given by the many
parallel experiments performed. Lately, having been
involved in other projects with less experimental
overlapping, we have developed our own computer
aided scheme for positioning in three dimensions the
features indicated by seismic tests. We have
included in the report also a short description of
this procedure.

Details on the data used here as an example are
given in chapter 2. Chapter 3 is an overview cf
preliminary processing routines which proved
effective for preconditioning seismic data from
crystalline rock. The multichannel filtering
techniques are discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 5
describes techniques for interpreting the results
and building the site model.



DATA

The data used here for presenting the several
processing and interpretation techniques studied
during the project is an offset VSP section recorded
at the SCV site during Stage I. The detectors were
placed in borehole W1 and the source was in the
drift close to borehole W2, as shown in Figure 2-1.
The offset between the source point and the detector
hole was 70 meters. The spacing between the receiver
positions was 1 meter and the length of the receiver
array 120 meters. Other two VSP sections, with zero
offset, were recorded in boreholes W1 and
respectively W2. However, the offset section gives a
better basis to evalu te the relative merit of the
processing methods applied. Offset VSP is also more
likely to be used in future investigations than
zero offset.

In order to reach general conclusions applicable to
future investigations, we also avoided using for
this review of processing methods data obtained
recently with more sophisticated acquisition
equipment. A sledge hammer, with a triggering device
attached, was used as source of signal. The
receivers were triaxial probes clamped to the
borehole, with accelerometers set orthogonally, one
directed along the borehole (Z-component) and the
other two (X and Y) perpendicularly to it. In this
study we refer mainly to the Z-component and only
when needed to the radial and transversal
components. The recording system was the one
constructed by FOA during Phase 2 of the project and
it is described in detail in earlier Stripa reports.

The data set offers good possibilities for testing
filtering methods: it contains a fair amount of
noise - mostly due to backscattering - , hammering
on rock surface produces both P- and S-waves and
tubewaves, although weak, are also detectable. The
upper limit of the frequency content (appr. 1.5 kHz)
and the 1 m spatial increment along the borehole
allow the application of Fourier techniques, like FK
filtering, for both P- and S-waves. However, before
arriving to a relevant comparison between methods,
the tubewaves have to be suppressed by techniques
less sensitive to spatial aliasing.
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Figure 2-1 SCV site at 360 m level with boreholes
Wl and W2. PI and P11 are the shot
points used in the VSP experiment in
Stage I.



PRELIMINARY DATA PROCESSING

The processing techniques used in the preliminary
phase have mostly been standard tools. Our purpose
has been merely to show which methods and in which
order were applied co achieve the best result.
Normally, each data preconditioning step was
preceded by a corresponding diagnostic routine.

i, .1 SPECTRA AND FREQUENCY FILTERING

A very common way to start the processing sequence
is to analyze the frequency content and filter the
data so that the frequencies not belonging to real
signals are suppressed. In addition to the ordinary
amplitude spectra, FK spectra have been used to
evaluate the frequency content of different wave
types. An event having a slope V = Az / At (apparent
velocity) in the data section corresponds to a line
F = V x K in the FK-section. It is then possible to
analyze the frequency content associated to each
apparent velocity. For zero offset VSP sections, the
apparent velocities of the direct P- and S- arrivals
are the same as the true velocities. In offset VSP
sections the direct arrivals are curved lines and
the identification of the apparent and real
velocities does not hold. However, in thr» particular
case of Figure 3-1 the curvature of the direct P-
and S-arrivals is very mild and a certain degree of
separation can be reached in FK space.

Figure 3-1 shows the data section P1W1, Z-component.
The traces are multiplied with the function t1'25

(t = traveltime) to compensate for amplitude decay.
Figure 3-2 contains the corresponding spectra. The
frequency is quite high, reaching over 2000 Hz. The
FK-spectra of the same data section are presented in
Figure 3-3. The lines F = V x K with V=5950 m/s
(P-wave) and V=3540 m/s (S-wave) are marked. They
indicate that the upper frequency limit without
risks of S-wave aliasing is appr. 1700 Hz. Moreover,
the amplitude spectra in Figure 3-2 show that most
of the signal energy is concentrated in the
frequency band from 400 Hz to 1700 Hz. Therefore,
this band was chosen for filtering. The filtered
section is presented in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-1 The offset VSP section (Z-component)
recorded in borehole W1 from shotpoint
P1 (Figure 2-1 K Amplitude decay
corrected using t ".25
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Figure 3-2 Amplitude spectra of Figure 3-1
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Figure 3-3 FK spectra of Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-4 Figure 3-1 after bandpass filtering
400 Hz - 1700 Hz.
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3.2 AUTOCORRELATION AND DECONVOLUTION

It can be noticed already in Figure 3-4 that the
signals are contaminated by reverberating noise.
This is a common phenomenon in crystalline rock. The
autocorrelation plot from Figure 3-6 gives a mere
suggestive view of the ringing pattern. The stronger
event in the middle of the plot is the
cross-correlation of the direct P- and S waves but,
due to the ringing, it does not stand out clearly
enough. The reverberation was removed by a data
adaptive predictive deconvolution filter. We have
tried many variations of deconvolution algorithms.
The one used here has the advantage of the
flexibility. If correctly applied, other
non-adaptive filters amount to comparable results.
Figure 3-5 shows the deconvolved section. It can be
seen that the data quality improved drastically. The
effect of deconvolution becomes even clearer when
comparing the autocorrelation functions: Figure 3-6
before and 3-7 after deconvolution.

3.3 ESTIMATION AND ELIMINATION OF AMPLITUDE DECAY

The next processing step is compensating for the
amplitude decay caused by geometrical spreading and
attenuation. If we consider the ideal case of a
punctual source in a homogeneous perfectly elastic
medium, the spherical wavefront causes an amplitude
decay inversely proportional to the distance from
the source. If we isolate a portion of this medium
and consider the boundaries as planar and perfect
reflectors, multiple events, having traveled on
several paths, appear in the same trace at different
times. The propagation velocity being constant, the
amplitude decay can be compensated by multiplying
the amplitude in every point of a recorded trace
with the corresponding traveltime.

In the real case we must consider a possibly
non-spherical radiation characteristic of the
source, imperfect reflectors and take also into
account losses through nonelastic attenuation and
scattering. We can point out immediately that a
source producing S-waves is not spherical. However,
the angular variation of the emission is generally
smooth and does not create serious problems. The
losses at the reflective interfaces are actually an
indication of the nature of the respective feature
and compensating for this effect would mean a loss
of useful information. The non-elastic attenuation
and backscattering appear to be the main reasons of
amplitude distortion to be considered. If the
non-elastic losses are predominant, like in
reflection surveys in sediments, the attenuation is
often compensated with an exponential function e
Although the exponential functions seem to be a
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theoretically correct way to compensate attenuation,
they tend to explode at large traveltimes, mostly
due to noise. In crystalline rock, where the
backscattering is important, a power decay law is
used rather than the exponential law. The function
is of the type:

A(t) = Aot"

where t is the time, A a constant and a > 1.0

The amplitude of the backscattered field obeys this
power law quite accurately. The value of a can be
estimated from the data. In Figure 3-1, a = 1.25 was
used. This value has been arrived at by applying a
moving average filter, as in Figure 3-8, and setting
a to a value for which the amplitude stays roughly
constant after the strong S- wave mark. The
smoothness achieved in Figure 3-8 also indicates
that the tails of the records are not noise, but
shot generated backscattered energy. A considerable
amount of noise in the records would show as an
increase in the amplitude at the end of the traces.

The power law seems to be suitable for VSP data
recorded in crystalline rock, It is alco
deterministic unlike AGC-techniques. In other words,
it does not change amplitude ratios irreversibly.
The amplitude decay correction can be applied
several times, if bandpass filtering, deconvolution
or other techniques have changed the amplitude
ratios. Being deterministic, the inverse operator
can be applied first, followed by a new
determination of the exponent a. In the present case
it is not yet necessary to repeat the p: ̂ cedure. The
need may appear later in the processing scheme, if
nonlinear operations are performed with the data.
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Figure 3-6 The autocorrelation function of the
section in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-7 The autocorrelation function of the
deconvolved section of Fig. 3.5 .
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3.4 VELOCITY DETERMINATION

For more elaborate processing routines, which will
be discussed in the following chapters, we need to
know accurately the true P- and S-wave velocities. A
simple and reliable way to determine them is from
the traveltime of the direct waves by plotting the
reduced velocities. The traces A(t) are shifted
according to a velocity V so that:

A (T) = A(t+d/V)
red

where T is time in the reduced section, t is the
traveltime in the original section and d is distance
of the receiver from the source.

The events with the velocity V, for example direct
P-arrivals, become synchronous in this
representation. Figures 3-9 a and 3-9 b show
sections with reduced velocities 5950 n 's and 3540
m/s, corresponding to the best estimate of the
average P- and S-velocities at the site. It can be
seen that both velocities display very low
variations, indicating a very homogeneous : ckmass.
The reduced velocity representation is also a quick
way to detect changes in the wavelet shape.
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Figure 3-8 The moving average amplitude of the
section in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-9 Reduced velocity representations
Figure 3.1.
a) V = 5950 m/s (P-wave)
b) V = 3450 m/s (S-wave)
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3.5 DIRECT WAVE REMOVAL USING MEDIAN FILTERS

Figure 3-5, obtained after amplitude compensation,
bandpass filtering and deconvolution, is typical for
crystalline rock: the strong direct P- and S-waves
dominate the section while reflections are weak and
diffuse. It is apparent that we have to eliminate
somehow the direct arrivals, especially the S-wave,
in order to see some of the weak P-wave reflections.
As mentioned earlier, in crystalline rock reflecting
features can have any position and orientation and
we have no reason to limit a priori the apparent
velocities of the reflected P-wave events besides
the obvious condition that the absolute value of the
apparent velocity can not be less than the true
propagation velocity. If we try to use apparent
velocity filters (e.g.FK-filters) to remove the
S-wave, we may find regions where the apparent
velocity of the direct S-waves is higher than the
true P-wave velocity. This can be noticed in Figure
3-5 at small depths. Therefore, a velocity filter
that would pass all reflected P-wave energy cannot
remove the direct S-wave in this part of the
section. Figure 3-'iO depicts an attempt of
FK-filtering with velocity limits - 5950 m/s and
+ 5950 m/s. It is apparent that the lack of
efficiency of the filter in the upper part of the
section leaves behind large amplitudes which induce
artifacts also in the lower part, where the apparent
S-wave velocity should be, in principle, completely
rejected.

To remove direct P- and S-waves we have applied a
modified median filtering technique. The direct
signal is estimated in the same way as with the
standard median filter but the moveout correction is
performed using the actual instead of the apparent
velocity. In this way, the filter follows the
hyperbola of the direct arrivals rather than a
straight line. To avoid errors in the estimation
caused by occasional noise bursts, a scheme was
developed to discard portions of the data displaying
unnatural differences with respect to adjacent
traces. The median technique avoids that the high
amplitude peaks propagate in the section creating
artifacts like the ones noticed in the FK filtering
attempt. In Figure 3-11 the method was applied for
both P- and S-waves. As expected, there are
variations in the amplitude of the direct waves. A
two-dimensional AGC operator was applied to
eliminate this effect, as shown in Figure 3-12.
This form is used for the subsequent processing.
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Figure 3-10 Figure 3-4 after FK filtering between
- 5950 m/s and + 5950 m/s.
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Figure 3-11 Figure 3-4 after removing direct
arrivals of P- and S-waves by median
filtering.
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Figure 3-12 Figure 3-11 after two dimensional AGC.
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MULTICHANNEL PROCESSING

4.1 GENERAL REMARKS

Figure 3-12 from the previous chapter represents the
final result of the preprocessing sequence. Direct
arrivals are eliminated, amplitude variations are
compensated, the ringing is suppressed by
deconvolution and the frequency is adjusted to the
band of the source generated events. What remains
should be a collection of reflections, diffractions
and backseattering. The reflections, which are our
primary concern, are weak, diffused in the
background, interfering with each other and, at a
first glance, difficult to identify visually.
However, a careful examination shows coherency in
the data. The coherency can be used to enhance
reflections although they do not display a
significant higher amplitude. Coherency enhancement
can be achieved by multichannel filtering methods.
We have tried during the project five different
filtering techniques: FK, three versions of Tau-p
and a new technique called Image Space filtering.

A common VSP section is a set of time series
recorded at different depths from the same shot
point. Depth and time are the coordinates in a
bidimensional space (z,t) which we will call Data
Space. The data organized in this way is a
functional F(z,t) on the Data Space. All
multichannel filtering techniques basically perform
a mapping of the Data Space into another type of
space (frequency-wavenumber, Tau-p, or image space),
modify (filter) the transformed data in this space
and then perform the inverse transform back to the
Data Space. All these methods require the data not
to be spatially aliased, i.e. the shortest
wavelength in the data must be larger than twice the
detector spacing. Considering the section from
Figure 3-12, we can assume that after preprocessing
S-waves are the slowest events remaining in the
section and the condition is fulfilled.

For a better control of the procedures applied, we
will use in this chapter a synthetic section in
parallel with the real data of Figure 3-12. It
consists of five reflectors and a weak direct
P-wave. The model is presented in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Synthetic model constructed with the
same layout, same velocity (5950 m/s)
and same wavelet characteristics as the
real data, consisting of five P-
reflections and a weak direct P-wave.
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4.2 FK-FILTERING

Frequency-wavenumber (FK) filtering is probably the
most widely used of the multichannel methods. The
data is first transformed using the bidimensional
Fourier transform into FK-space. A constant apparent
velocity V in Data Space corresponds to a straight
line K = V x F in FK-space. We can enhance events
within a desired apparent velocity band by blanking
the rest of the FK-spectrum. The allowed regions are
"pie slices" of the FK-space.

Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the FK-spectra of the real
and respectively the synthetic section. As mentioned
before, in Data Space curved reflections have higher
apparent velocities (as absolute value) than the
real propagation velocity. In the FK space the
apparent velocities, defined as V = F / K, are
smaller. Therefore, the P-wave events are in our
case concentrated in a pie slice limited by
Vmin = - 5950 m/s and Vmax = + 5950 m/s, as shown in
Figures 4-2 and 4-3. The FK-spectrum of tha real
data displays the largest amplitudes inside the
marked region, indicating that the section contains
a considerable amount of reflected P-wave energy. As
we know already, there are other events in the
section except P-waves and these are located outside
the allowed domain. For comparison,the FK spectrum
of the synthetic data from Figure 4-3 contains, as
expected only P-wave energy.

Figure 4-4 displays the real data section after
FK-filtering using the velocity limits mentioned
above. The coherency of the data improved, but it is
still difficult to isolate visually the interfering
events. We could try to set the velocity limits
closer to each other or create several sections
using different velocity limits. The problem with
this approach is that the apparent velocity of a
reflection can vary considerably across the section
and we will get only parts of the reflectors each
time. This by itself is not a major drawback but,
referring back to the discussion in chapter 3.5, we
can expect distorting effects.

With FK filtering, it seems to be difficult to avoid
distortions due to the curvature of the reflection
events. As varying limits are easier to set in Tau-p
or Image Space techniques, we did not insist further
on the FK method. Moreover, the results obtained by
FK-filtering can be also achieved by the
conventional Tau-p method, if absolutely needed.
This only takes more computing time because the fast
Fourier algorithms can not be used with Tau-p.
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Figure 4-2 The FK spectrum of Figure 3-12
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Figure 4-3 The FK spectrum of Figure 4-1
(synthetic section).
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Figure 4-4 The preprocessed data section of Figure
3-12 after FK filtering.
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4.3 TAU-P PROCESSING

4.3.1 Conventional Tau-P

The Tau-p transform is commonly used in processing
seismic reflection data for removing multiples and
time dependent dip filtering. This transform and its
inverse can also be used as a multichannel filter to
enhance the reflected signals. A detailed
description on the theoretical basis of the method
can be found, for example, in (2).

In the Tau-p transform the data are stacked (in Data
Space) along linear trajectories corresponding to
fixed slowness values p (apparent velocity = 1/p).
The output for one p-value is a trace where time is
replaced by the intercept time x :

G(x,p) = ) F(z,t=x+pz)
z

The inverse transform is calculated in a similar way
by stacking in Tau-p space. To preserve the signal
shape a further Hilbert transform K and derivation
with respect to time is required :

F(z,t) = d — K f V G(x=t-pz,p) I
dt I p Jdt p

Figure 4-5 is the Tau-p transform of Figure 3-12 or,
to be precise, the envelope of the T^u-p transform
G(x,p) . To get a better understanding of the way
the procedure acts, the Tau-p transform of the
synthetic section, containing pure P-waves, is
plotted in Figure 4-6. The elongated shapes of the
reflections are characteristic for the Tau-p
representation of curved events. The more
concentrated spots correspond to events with less
variation in the apparent velocity.

By limiting the p-values in the inverse transform
the Tau-p transform acts as a velocity filter.
Figure 4-7 shows the inverse transform, where the
same apparent velocity limits were used as for
FK-f iltering. The result is is similar to the FK
filtered section from Figure 4.4 because the
transforms are, in principle, equivalent. In Figure
4-8 only events with negative apparent velocities
are included. Some curving reflections, which have
also positive apparent velocities, have suffered in
filtering, as expected. The same comments can be
made as for the FK method in the previous paragraph.
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Figure 4-5 The envelope of the Tau-p transform of
the section in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 4-6 The envelope of the Tau-p transform of
the synthetic section in Figure 4-1 .
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Figure 4-7 The inverse Tau-p transform of the
data section filtered with slowness
limits - 1/5950 s/m and + 1/5950 s/m .
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Figure 4-8 The inverse Tau-p transform of the data
section only with upcoming signals i.e.
with slowness limits set between values
- 1/5950 s/m and 0 s/m.
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4.3.2 Tau-P filtering with varying limits

The Tau-p transform has the advantage over
FK-fAltering that it is a time-domain technique
allowing the design of more complicated filters. We
have tried to take into account the variation of the
apparent slowness by applying in both direct and
inverse Tau-p transforms variable slowness limits.
The general idea is that, after the two-way
transform, each point in the Data Space receives
only those x- and p- contributions which may
correspond to real reflections. We can further limit
the allowed reflectors by their dip, depth etc.

The position of a planar reflector is uniquely
determined by the coordinates of the image point of
the source, i.e.the mirror image of the source point
with respect to the reflecting plane. The position
of the image point can be defined by two
coordinates: depth along the borehole C an(3 normal
distance to the hole £, which can be replaced by p,

2 -2 -2

P = £ +C ,
which is the distance to the image point from the
top of the hole (taken as origin). The third
coordinate, the rotation angle of the image point
around the borehole, is redundant in this case,
because all image points with the same C, and p will
give the same traveltime function whatever the value
of the rotation angle is. Let us introduce also the
angle © defined as:

0 = arccos (<[/p)

With a zero offset geometry, 0 is the dip angle of
the reflector with respect to the borehole. For a
non-zero offset the relation to the dip is more
complicated. We shall now allow in the Tau-p
transform only reflections with reasonable values
for p and 0. If the detector depth is z, the travel
time of a signal to and from a reflector defined by
the image point coordinates (p,0) is:

t2 = — f p2 + z2 - 2zp cos(0) ]
V 2 I )

where V is the propagation velocity.

It is easy to show that:

p = dt/dz = (z-p cos(e)) / (trV
2) .

We solve these two equations for p and 0 in each
point (z,t) of the Data Space and for every value of
the slowness range selected. Only if both values, p
and 0, are within the allowed limits, we add the
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contribution of the point to the transform.

In Figure 4-9 we have taken only reflectors with
image points located at less than 600 m from the top
of the hole, (i.e reflectors up to a distance of 300
m) and allowed 6-values between 0 to 90°,
representing reflectors cutting the hole or its
extension below the top of the hole. This means that
the events are mainly upgoing, though not limited by
apparent velocity but according to the reflector
position. The minimum and maximum slowness limits
are the same as for the common Tau-p transform
presented in the previous chapter. The filtered
Tau-p section is given in Figure 4-10. The
continuity of the curved reflections in Figure 4-10
is better that in Figure 4-8, where we filtered the
data with fixed slowness limits. The method
developed allows us to take into account the true
slowness of a reflection during filtering. The
summing is still performed along straight lines, so
that the coherency of the weak reflections is not
used in the most efficient way.

4.3.3 Tau-P fxltering with coherency

As Tau-p stacking is a time-domain operation, we
can try to enhance further the reflection events by
estimating while stacking also the coherency of the
traces. We can calculate, for example, the semblance
in a panel of adjacent traces along the stacking
trajectory. Before stacking, we multiply the trace
with the semblance function. If there is a coherent
signal in some part of the section, it will give a
large contribution and will also be emphasized in
the filtered section after the inverse transform.The
method is originally developed for processing deep
crustal reflection data (3).

Figure 4-11 shows the coherency enhanced Tau-p
transform of Figure 3-12. As expected, the amplitude
distribution is different from that of the common
Tau-p transform. Figure 4-12 is the coherency
filtered section. The appearance has changed
drastically, but the result is not better than the
previous Tau-p filtered sections of Figs. 4-7 or
4-10. A strong reflection tends to override weaker
intersecting reflectors. When comparable events
interfere, the coherency decreases producing
disturbing gaps.
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Figure 4-9 Figure 3-12 Tau-p fi l tered with p from
0 m to 600 m and 9 between 0° and 90°.
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Figure 4-10 The Tau-p transform corresponding to
Figure 4-9 showing the effect of the
band limitations for p and 6.
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4.4 IMAGE SPACE FILTERING

The Image Space processing is a new technique which
we have developed for filtering and interpretation
of reflection profiles. It is based on a Radon
transform performed along a curve integrating
path.This transform and its inverse can be used as a
multichannel filter to enhance the reflected signals
and as an interpretation tool to estimate the
strength and position of the reflectors.

The physical meaning of the procedure is that each
reflection pattern can be considered as a being
produced by an "image source" from which the signals
propagate to each detector on a direct path, much
like the mirror effect in optics. The mirror on
which the image source is formed is a planar
reflecting feature, e.g. a fractured zone.

4.4.1 Image Space transform

The relation between the arrival time of the
reflected wave at a given detector and its depth in
the hole z is :

;.^(p».,'_ 2 l t)t
V

where

V is the propagation velocity

C is the source projection along the hole and

£ is the transverse distance from the borehole to

the source

Using the relation as a change of variable we get

F|z,t=tr(z,p,o)=F(zfp,C>

and by integrating along z, we obtain

1
,.2

z — z
2 1

F (z,p,C)dz

z

The amplitude of the function G(p,£) depends on the
level of the coherent signal arrived from the
reflectors corresponding to the image point
coordinates (p,C,).
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4.4.2 Inverse transform and filtering

By the inverse transform from Image Space back to
Data Space the function G(p,£) leads to a filtered
version of the reflection profile F(z,t). This
filtering effect cannot be avoided, its cause being
the limited angular coverage. The summing is done
only along paths corresponding to travel times t=t
(z,p,£). True reflected signals travelling with the
velocity V stack properly while noise and other wave
types are suppressed. Filters can also be designed
in order to enhance some subset of reflected events.
The form of the inverse transform is:

F(z,t) = SL n I G(p=pr(z,t),C)dC

where p corresponds to t

P2 = —A (Vt)2 - z2 + 2zC 1 .
r V V '

The Hilbert transform H and derivation with respect
of time are needed to restore the original signal
shape, as in the Tau-p transform.

The equation for the inverse transform is an
approximation, but as we will see later when
discussing the synthetic example (Figure 4-22), it
is quite accurate for genuine reflected events.

Figure 4-14 depicts the envelope of the Image Space
transform of the synthetic section of Fig. 4-1 . In
this space the reflectors have collapsed to isolated
spots. Figure 4-13 displays the same function for
the real data in Figure 3-12. The same data section,
after the inverse transform, is given in Figure
4-15. It is very similar to the results obtained by
FK- and Tau-p filtering from Figures 4-4 and 4-7. It
is not surprising because in each of these
procedures all P-wave energy was included. This also
gives us the proof that the Image Space transform is
correctly formulated.

We can further improve the data by using Image Space
filters which either reject or pass reflectors
depending on the dip angle 6 of the image point
(CrP) (0 is defined by cos(0) = C/p). Before the
inverse transform we blank the unwanted regions of
the Image Space by applying a suitable filter
function. By this type of filters it is possible to
remove much of the interference without destroying
the continuity of the reflections. This fact is
proven in Figures 4-15, 4-17, 4-18 and 4-19, where
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we have filtered the section using 8-apertures of
varying width.- 0° - 90° in Figure 4-15, 0° - 30° in
Figure 4-17, 30° - 90° in Figure 4-18 and 75° - 90°
in Figure 4-19. Figure 4-16 shows the filtered Image
Space transform from which the section in Figure
4-17 was calculated.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

To compare the output of different multichannel
filtering techniques, we will take a look at the
synthetic section from Figure 4-1 filtered by FK -
Figure 4-20 -, Tau-p - Figure 4-21 - and Image Space
- (Figure 4-22 -. In all cases all P-wave energy was
included in the allowed band. As with the real data
sections before, the differences between filtered
sections are small. The choice of method depends
thus on the specific requirements of the task:
speed, flexibility, test geometry, etc.

The FK-filter is computationally much faster than
the other techniques. The conventional Tau-p filters
with fixed slowness limits give similar results with
FK filters but the processing is slower. However,
their use is justified if the Tau-p transform itself
is used in analysis or interpretation. The coherency
enhancement does not improve the Tau-p filters when
the signal-to-noise ratio is low and the section
contains several interfering reflections. Obviously
the most efficient multichannel filters are the
Tau-p filters with varying limits and Image Space
filters, which both can take into account the true
shape of a reflection in the Data section.

The Image Space filter is computationally the
slowest of these techniques but, as we see in the
next chapter, it has the clear advantage that the
Image Space transform is closely related to the
position of the reflector and can be directly used
in interpretation.
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Figure 4-13 The envelope of the Image Space
transform of the data section of Figure
3-12.
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Figure 4-14 The envelope of the Image Space
transform of the synthetic section of
Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-15 The inverse Image Space transform of
the data section.
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Figure 4-16 The inverse Imaqe Space transform with
e from 0° to 90 .
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Figure 4-17 The Image Space transform of Figure
4-13 with 6 limited from 0° to 30°.
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Figure 4-18 The inverse Image Space transform of
Figure 4-16, i.e. 6 limited between 0°
and 30 .
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Figure 4-19 The inverse Imaqe Space transform with
0 from 30° to 90 .
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Figure 4-20 The inverse Image Space transform with
0 from 75° to 90 .
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Figure 4-21 The inverse FK transform of
synthetic model of Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-22 The inverse Tau-p transform of the
synthetic model of Figure 4-1 .
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Figure 4-23 The inverse Image Space transform of
the synthetic model of Figure 4-1 .
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INTERPRETIVE PROCESSING

5.1 LOCATING THE REFLECTORS

In chapter 4.4 a relation was given between the
position and shape of a reflection event in Data
Space and the location of the virtual image of the
source. The space containing the virtual images was
called Image Space and the chosen coordinates in
this two dimensional space were p - the distance to
the image point from an origin placed on the axis of
the borehole and £ ~ the projection along the
borehole direction. In three dimensions, the third
coordinate $ is introduced, i is the rotation angle
of the source point around the borehole. All image
points with the same £ and p will give the same
travel time function whatever is the value of <p, as
seen in Figure 5-1 . Therefore, the position of the
image point can not be fully determined from one
section only. If also $ can be determined in some
way, the position in space of a planar reflector can
be easily calculated. Otherwise, it is impossible to
calculate uniquely the position of the reflector
from one section only. This is true for any approach
and not only for the Image Space method. The
depth-time space is two dimensional and whatever
transform is applied, one can not get a unique three
dimensional representation.

One solution is to express the position of the
reflector in a system of coordinates (%, A, 4) with
% the depth of intersection of the reflection plane
with the borehole (or its extension), A the dip and
a the strike (here the depth % must be understood as
distance along the borehole, not vertical depth).
Each section gives a unique value for % and a
relation between A and &. If a guess can be used for
either the dip or the strike, normally inferred from
a geological study of the site, the problem can be
solved. Another approach is to use several
shotpoints for the same detector array and interpret
more sections simultaneously. We have developed for
this purpose an interactive computer procedure which
is described in chapter 5.1.1. With the Image Space
transform, the three dimensional problem is solved
in a more formal way as shown in chapter 5.1.2.
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Figure 5-1 The cylindrical system of coordinates
(C/C»0) determines the position of the
image source.
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Figure 5-2 Representation of the reflection plane
in terms of its intersection with the
surface and its dip.
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5.1.1 Locating the reflectors in Data Space

Let us express the position of a planar reflector in
the coordinate system (̂, X, ,o) defined in the
introductory part of chapter 5.1. To simplify the
equations we will consider a vertical borehole and a
source placed on the ground surface. With the origin
fixed at the borehole top, the coordinates of the
source are (x, 0, 0) and those of a detector located
at the depth z in the borehole are (0, 0, ,z). The
traveltime of a reflection event is:

t(z) = (x2+ 4? (%-z) h + z2)1/2 / V

with

h = cos2U) (1- x tanU) sinU) / /j)

The procedure consists of displaying on the computer
screen the sections obtained from several
shotpoints. We will first chose one reflector and we
will try several values for % and h. For each of
these pairs we solve the first equation above and
trace the calculated traveltimes over the plotted
sections. When we get a good match with the chosen
reflection event we have a fix for both % and h.
With h thus determined, we solve the second equation
by assigning incremental values either to X or <i
until we obtain a match with reflection events in
several plots.

The interactive location method is slow because
trial and error fits must be performed twice. This
requires experience from the interpreter and
therefore, implies a certain level of subjectivity.
This comment is valid if a refined model has to be
inferred. A coarse estimate can be obtained much
faster.

It is particularly difficult to apply this method to
crystalline rock data due to the low contrast,
backscattering, etc. The process becomes much easier
if even very approximate indications of reflector
orientation can be used. We found this tool to be of
great value for checking and correcting structural
models loosely obtained from general considerations.
The method is also used routinely for the final
checking of the models resulting from the computer
procedure described in the next chapter.

5.1.2 Locating the reflectors in Image Space

The Image Space transform give us the possibility to
leave the estimation of the reflector positions to
the computer. By taking the envelope of the function
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£) defined in chapter 4.4, we get a positively
defined fi .ction, a reflection strength map. Because
the amplitude of G(p,<[) will be high in those parts
of Image Space corresponding to existing reflectors,
the local maxima of the reflection strength map give
the positions in two dimensions of the images
associated with probable reflectors.

The three dimensional coordinates (p,C/0) of the
image point, with $ undetermined, have to be
transformed into a set of coordinates independent of
the position of the borehole and of the shotpoint,
so that we can use the results from different
sections to solve the problem of the reflector
location in three dimensions. The new independent
variables must allow an easy cross-checking with
geological and geophysical maps and logs. We have
chosen for the purpose a set (xs, ys, A) obtained in
the following way: We draw in a horizontal plane the
normal from the chosen origin to the projection of
the reflector on the horizontal plane. This surface
can be either the true surface of the earth or some
deeper level. The intersection coordinates are xs
and ys as in Figure 5-2. The dip of the reflector is
A. If necessary, these coordinates can be easily
converted into another set, where a reflector is
fixed by its dip, strike and depth of intersection
in a borehole. They are useful when the results are
compared with the borehole logs.

Using this coordinate transform, we get for each
shot point a three dimensional representation
D(xs, ys, A) of the reflection strength map:

D(xs, ys, A; = G( p(xs, ys , A), C(*s, ys , A), $).

The two dimensional Image Space is transformed into
a family of curves in three dimensions by
introducing the variable *. It can be shown that
these curves are closed and do not intersect if
derived from the same section. When several sections
are transformed in the same way, the curves
corresponding to the same reflector will intersect
at the point (xs, ys, A) giving the true position of
the reflector. A condition to get a unique solution
is that the experimental setup is also three
dimensional, i.e. the boreholes and shotpoints
should not be coplanar.

In practice, the three dimensional space is
parameterized (divided in blocks) and each block is
analyzed according to the number of contributions
received and their strength. The technique used is a
weighted voting scheme, where the weight is given by
the strength of an event in each individual profile.
The voting is used because some features can be
absent from some sections due to the unfavorable
experimental geometry. For example, if a feature
lies between the shotpoint and the borehole, it can
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not produce reflections on the detector array.

Visualization of the three dimensional function D is
not simple as such,but we can easily create a
surface projection

S(xs, ys) = max (D(xs, ys, A)

with

-90°< A < + 90°

from which it is easy to calculate the position of
the reflector on earth surface and its strike. The
result can be directly compared with geological and
geophysical maps. When a reflector is identified in
the projection S, one goes back to the D function to
find out the value of the dip which produced the
surface image.
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5.2 ESTIMATING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REFLECTORS

In parallel with estimating the geometry of the
reflectors, one must evaluate their significance,
i.e. interpret the data. The main indicators on
which this evaluation is often based are the
amplitude of the event and its continuity. With
data recorded in crystalline rock, the visual
interpretation of the section, even filtered, is a
difficult task. As we have mentioned in the
introduction of this report, the backscattering and
the low reflectivity of the interfaces make the
direct interpretation subjective. We have tried to
develop methods which would be more objective. For
this purpose we use the reflection strength map.

5.2.1 Noise section

Accidental coherency along the integrating path when
performing the Image Space transform may generate
local maxima not associated to real reflectors. To
study this phenomenon, we created the pseudo
synthetic noise section shown in Figure 5-3. The
noise section was obtained from the real data by
taking random sequences from the data and
reassembling them. This procedure gives the same
spectrum for the real data and noise.

The Image Space transform and its inverse were
applied to the pseudo synthetic noise section,
Figure 5-4, and the reflection strength map, Figure
5-5 was calculated.

At a first glance it is difficult to detect major
differences between the two way transformed noise
section and the corresponding real data section from
Figure 4-18, although the average amplitude in the
data section is higher. When comparing the
reflection strength maps of the real data and noise
clear differences appear. The maximum amplitude
level of the real data is appr. 1.5 times higher
than that of the noise and this increase is due to
concentrated events, i.e. its amplitude distribution
is different from that of the noise. The
concentration of amplitude is the effect of both a
higher signal level and especially of higher
coherency along the integrating path in Data space.
Therefore, both criteria for reflection
identification are used, but following an objective
scheme.
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5.2.2 Amplitude limitation in Image Space

Differences in amplitude distribution can be used to
pick the real reflections in a reliable way. The
easiest way is to filter out those portions of the
reflection strength map of the real data where the
amplitude level is less than some noise estimate
inferred from the noise map. The edges of this mask
must be smoothed to avoid artifacts due to sharp
corners. The cut version of the Image Space section
can be used in the back transform instead of the
original one. Figure 5-4 shows the reflection
strength map of the real data after subtracting the
noise amplitude and Figure 5-5 the corresponding
back transform to Data Space.

The interpretability of the data is very much
improved by applying the filters discussed in
chapter 4.4.2, after the noise rejection procedure
described above. The noise filtered reflection
strength map from Figure 5-4 yields the result from
Figure 5-8 after limiting the angle 8 (defined in
4.4.2) to the band 0° - 30°. The back transform of
Figure 5-8 is plotted in Figure 5-9. To get an idea
of the power of these two filters combined, one
should compare Figure 5-9 and Figure 4-18 where the
same limits were set for 0, but the noise rejection
filter was not used.
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Figure 5-3 The pseudo-synthetic noise section.
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Figure 5-4 The noise section after Image Space
filtering.
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Figure 5-5 The reflection strength map for the
noise section.
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Figure 5-7 The inverse transform corresponding to
Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-8 The filtered Image Space transform with
0 values from 0° to 30°.
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Figure 5-9 The inverse transform corresponding to
Figure 5-8.
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DISCUSSION

The VSP data recorded in crystalline rock is very
different from similar data obtained in oil
exploration surveys. The apparent reason is that the
structure of crystalline rock is complex compared
with the sedimentary formations. The reflectors are
relatively weak and their orientation in space obeys
no general rule, i.e. any dip and strike are
possible. These facts require the development of new
processing and interpretation methods and the
modifications of the old ones to meet the particular
conditions of the new environment.

For the preliminary processing, the standard tools
are adequate provided that choice of the parameters
is done with proper care before each preconditioning
step, e.g.by using a suitable diagnostic routine.

The most important step in preliminary processing is
the removal of direct P and S-waves, which are much
stronger than reflections. The filters which pass or
reject events according to apparent velocity, like
FK-filters, are not appropriate in this case. The
best results were obtained using filters based on
median filtering techniques.

After preliminary processing the data seem to have a
low signal-to-noise ratio. Although reflections do
not display a significantly higher amplitude than
the background, their increased coherency can be
used to enhance them by multichannel filtering
methods. These methods allow us to separate the
reflection patterns strongly interfering with each
other (due to the complexity of the reflector
geometry) and to enhance the weak reflected energy
by eliminating the backscattered noise.

All the multichannel filtering methods which we have
tested gave quite similar results (except Tau-p with
coherency), when equal filtering parameters were
used. The Tau-p and Image Space methods give clearly
better possibilities for varying velocity limits
than the FK transform. The FK-filter is
computationally much faster than the other
techniques. The conventional Tau-p filters with
fixed slowness limits give similar results with FK
filters but the processing is slower. However, their
use is justified if the Tau-p transform itself is
used in analysis or interpretation. The coherency
enhancement does not improve the Tau-p filters when
signal-to-noise ratio is low and the section
contains several interfering reflections. The most
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efficient multichannel filters are the Tau-p filters
with varying limits and Image Space filters, which
both can take into account the true shape of a
reflection in the Data section.

The interfering reflections can be separated in Data
Space if Image Space filters are used. It is also
possible to do this kind of separation with other
multichannel filtering methods. However, they have
the disadvantage that the reflections are rejected
or passed according to the apparent velocity of the
event, which can be different in different parts of
the section. Thus it is possible for the velocity
filter to pass only part of the reflected event.

The Image Space filtering is computationally the
slowest of these techniques but it has the clear
advantage that the Image Space transform is closely
related to the position of the reflector and can be
directly used in interpretation.

The basic assumption behind Image Space processing
is that the reflectors are nearly planar. If the
recorded events are mainly diffractions they will
not stack properly in Image Space. Their image will
be diffuse and the amplitude lower than for a planar
reflection. However, the algorithms can be easily
changed to take into account diffractions, in which
case the transform transform is equivalent with
Kirchhoff migration.

Image Space processing offers efficient tools for
analyzing VSP-data and estimating the reliability of
reflections. Even when in Data Space there is no
difference in the amplitude levels of the real data
and the noise sections, the amplitude distributions
in Image Space are clearly different giving the
possibility to pick the true reflections from the
noise.

Estimating the reliability of reflectors requires
much experience when the conventional Data Space
sections are used. The interactive location
procedures can be used to locate events and
simultaneously compare with other information
available, like geological maps. This ki.-'d of
interpretation and result checking is necessary
always, but especially if there are not enough shot
points to determine the locations uniquely.
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PART II:
THE PIEZOELECTRIC SIGNAL TRANSMITTER
FOR SEISMIC MEASUREMENTS

INTRODUCTION

Certain sintered ceramic materials produce a
dimensional change when excited by an electrical
field. They are called piezoelectric or piezoceramic
materials, or piezoceramics.

Results obtained with low energy piezoelectric
transmitters in vibration measurements over short
distances led to the assumption that this principle
could also be used for seismic signal transmitters,
if solutions for higher energy and lower frequency
output were found. The main difficulty lies in
designing such tools for use in boreholes, where the
restrictions imposed on the dimensions of the tool
by the lack of space lead in turn to limitations in
energy level and frequency range.

The advantages of a piezoelectric transmitter over
chemical and mechanical solutions are:

The accurate timing and practically unlimited
repeatability of the shape and level of the
seismic signal generated. This allows the
stacking of hundreds of transmitted signals in
order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The
rapid re-arming of the transmitter, which basicly
consists of reloading a capacitor bank, turns the
stacking into a reliable and efficient solution.

The rigid construction of the piezoelectric
transmitter. It does not wear in use or get aged
when stored or used for prolonged periods. It is
possible to observe long period phenomena or
repeat the measurements periodically using
stationary transmitters which keep their signal
shape and level constant over the whole
duration of observation.

The widely used sonar technology is relatively close
to what is needed in seismics, at least close enough
to represent a ground to start from in the
construction of a seismic transmitter. However,
differences start to appear immediately when
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practical aspects are considered. Sonar instruments
normally work in free water, where signal
attenuation is low in spite of a relatively low
velocity of acoustic waves. With frequencies
commonly used in sonar technology (10 kHz - 200 kHz)
wavelengths of 0.15 m - 0.0075 m can be recorded at
very large distances without paticularly powerful
transmitters. Moreover, the aquatic medium is highly
homogeneous and only permits the propagation of the
compressional waves. It follows that the detection
and interpretation of inhomogeneities from sonar
records are relatively easy compared with the
corresponding seismic case.

Seismic waves propagate in solid materials which are
normally inhomogeneous, fractured, fragmented,
granular. Attenuation is much higher in solid
materials than in free water and several wave
propagation modes are generated simultaneously by
the same signal. In general, obtaining interpretable
seismic records and designing appropriate equipment
for this purpose are laborious tasks. A first
conclusion is that, in order to reach lower
attenuation, lower frequencies must be used. An
immediate corollary is that the transmitted bursts
can be only a few cycles long as the total duration
of one burst must be short compared to the
propagation time. Therefore, although there is a
basic similarity between sonar and seismic
techniques, it is virtually impossible to apply many
of the advanced solutions used in sonar equipment
directly to seismics.
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CONSTRUCTION OF PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSMITTERS

With former piezoelectric transmitters, built for
experimental scales of one to several meters, we
have used crystals pressed straight against the
object under observation. With seismics the
propagation paths are one or two decades larger and
more energy is needed. Larger crystals and groups of
crystals have to be used. The transmitter has also
to be designed to match a wide range of acoustic
impedances due to the variety of rock types and of a
cracked and uneven borehole surface. Because the
fulfilment of these conditions leads to a bulky
construction, solutions have to be found to dispose
the elements along the borehole axis. However, the
instrument must produce a radial strain in order to
achieve energy transmission to the rock.

It is, in principle, possible to construct a
cylindrical piezoelement able to produce a radial
strain when excited by an axial field and this way
to reach intrinsic radial operation.

Such a construction has already been done and used,
but there are some limiting factors when slim
boreholes are concerned.

It produces too high frequencies, in the tens and
hundreds of kHz range, and is therefore
applicable only for measuring ranges of several
meters. The frequency band of the signal can be
shifted downwards by using thin piezoceramic
rings sandwiched between metal tubes but this
concept becomes the harder to apply the smaller
the diameter of the borehole.

It produces high stresses but correspondingly
small radial displacements. It is practical only
in hard rocks and with a virtually perfect
contact of crystal to rock.

Impedance matching constructive elements cannot
be used because there is not enough space between
the crystal and the borehole rock surface.

The radially vibrating ceramic elements cannot be
stacked in order to get larger displacements.
Increasing the driving voltage is possible within
the work range of the ceramic material, but this
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range is easily exceeded before reaching large
enough displacements.

Due to these reasons, we decided to investigate
other constructive solutions permitting axial stacks
to produce radial strains.

2.1 AXIALLY VIBRATING PIEZOELEMENT

There are many reasons in favor of using axially
polarized, relatively thin (usually 6 to 8 mm)
circular piezoelements, which are commonly used in
ultrasonic cleaning machines, surveying and sonar
systems.

The elements can be stacked in a long column
leading to larger displacements. The elements can
still be connected two by two in parallel so that
the driving voltage of the stack is the same as
for one element.

The stack can be preloaded by a high compressive
force to keep the elements pressed firmly against
each other so that the whole group behaves
mechanically as a single large crystal even
during highest acceleration peaks.

Some models and materials can be procured with
short notice from stock or at least delivery
times are shorter than for totally custom made
models.

The problem with long crystal stacks is that they
must be axially situated in the borehole. Therefore,
some way must be found to convert the axial strain
of the piezo stack into a radial displacement.

The basic idea with both transmitter types built and
tested during the project was to place two axial
stacks in the borehole facing each other at a
certain distance.

For a given frequency and corresponding distance
between the stacks, a resonating cavity is formed in
the borehole. It is limited by the borehole wall and
the active ends of the elements behaving like
pistons. If the two piezo stacks are driven in
phase, i.e. they are connected electrically in
parallel, the resonance condition is reached when
the axial length of the cavity is L= (2 N-1) A/2,
where A is the wavelength and N = 1, 2, 3, ... The
wavelength is related to the frequency (f) and
propagation velocity in the borehole fluid (c) by
A = c / f. The first stationary vibration mode is
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reached for N = 1 when a maximum of pressure
amplitude forms halfway between the active heads as
seen in Figure 2-1.

Higher frequencies become resonant for the same
cavity length for N = 2, 3, 5,-.. It is therefore
theoretically possible to emit a frequency sweep
signal without modifying the configuration of the
instrument. Other fundamental frequencies and their
harmonics can be obtained by changing the distance
between stacks. The starting assumption is that the
pressure maxima of a standing acoustic wave in the
borehole fluid produces a radial strain into the
borehole walls in a reasonably efficient manner.

In order to find the most suitable operative modes,
two experimental versions of piezoelectric stacks
and many constructive variations have been built and
tested.

Both versions of the piezoelectric stacks are
constructed to operate at a fundamental frequency of
appr. 5600 Hz. This may seem relatively high for
common attenuation coefficients in rock, but at
Stripa the rock had shown in previous tests a
remarkable transparency. There are a series of
advantages in operating at the higher end of the
reasonable frequency spectrum. The coupling of the
piezo elements to water is easier to handle, the
resolutior of the measurment is increased and there
are less diffraction effects. The main drawback is
that higher harmonics cannot be transmitted through
the rock at a sufficient distance. To achieve a
range of several hundreds of meters, the transmitter
has been used as a monofrequent resonant source.
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Figure 2-1 Schematic presentation of the pressure
amplitude distribution along the axis of
the resonant cavity for the fundamental
frequency.

2.2 TRANSMITTER SYSTEM N0.1

The first pair of piezoelements were ordered
following our specifications from the Norwegian
laboratory ELAB, who have earlier built comparable
transmitters for ultra acoustic sounding and
military purposes. ELAB has written a report on the
construction of these transmitters. A summary of
their report is included as Appendix 1.

The selected solution is a 1/4 wavelength resonating
column consisting of metallic head pieces and a
stack of 15 piezocrystals, as explained in the
summary. Figure 2-2 shows the transmitter elements
assembled, but before electrical wiring and moulding
in urethane compound.
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Figure 2-2 Transmitter elements

In general, the ELAB transmitter elements have met
our first needs but, the general ideas and materials
used being derived from sonar equipment, these
transmitters are narrow banded. They function
properly only within the appr. 300 Hz bandwidth
around their own resonance frequency. Excitation at
any other frequency produces a 15 to 40 dB lower
output signal. The measured resonance frequency in
free air is 6,25 kHz and in water about 5,6 kHz.

In the first prototype, the piezo elements are
supported by six threaded rods, making the distance
between them adjustable before the test. During
measurements the distance cannot be changed without
retreiving the tool from the borehole. This has not
been a major difficulty because the sound velocity
in the borehole vrater was always very close to 1500
m/s. The length of tne resonant cavity could be
estimated accurately beforehand to be half the
wavelength at the 5,6 kHz resonance frequency of the
piezo elements.
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The first prototype is shown in Figure 2-3, where
the assembly of two transmitters is ready to be
lowered into the borehole. The threaded rods which
are fixed to the aluminium end pieces can also be
seen in the same figure. The piezo stacks are the
black parts between the rods. The transmitter
elements are moulded in urethane for electrical
insulation. The rods are covered by plastic tubes
and supported by five plastic rings at each end. The
rings also support the transmitter elements and have
the additional role of centering the tool in the
borehole. Wires from the top cable termination to
the lower transmitter are placed inside a plastic
jacket fixed along one of the rods.

The phase difference between the electric driving
signals of the two elements was planned to be
adjustable in order to experiment different emission
modes. For this purpose, there were two identical
power supplies in use, but this proved soon to be
unpractical in field circumstances. It was also
found to be unnecessary because the best results
were obtained with a zero phase shift and the same
driving signal could be used for both transmitters
thereon.
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2.3

Figure 2-3 First prototype version of the resonant
borehole transmitter.

TRANSMITTER SYSTEM NO.2

The second transmitter version is built entirely by
Vibrometric. The operation principle is the same as
for the first version, but the overall construction
has been changed.

Both active elements are driven in phase by the same
power supply. The piezo stacks are comparable in
size to those used in the first prototype, but the
piezoceramic material is of a different type. The
new material permitted a wider band operation so
that it became possible to emit different resonating
frequencies by changing concomitantly the length of
the resonating water column.
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To facilitate the operation, the distance between
the transmitter elements was made adjustable by
means of an electric motor which could move the
lower element along its axis. The resonance
condition could thus be reached for several
fundamental frequencies without retrieving the
transmitter from the borehole. The body of the
instrument consists of a thin stainless steel
perforated tube with an outer diameter of 53 mm. The
borehole fluid circulates freely through the
perforations and fills the resonance cavity. The
construction of the second prototype is shown
schematically in Figure 2-4.

$v£n̂ >":Ai';T-̂ -7-̂ ^

Figure 2-4 Construction of transmitter (second
prototype): Cable termination (1) and
connector (2). Urethane moulding
material covering piezocrystals (4).
Piezocrystal stacks (diagonally shaded)
between the partially conical metallic
end parts (5). Diameter matching
sleeves (3). Each sleeve consists of a
top stainless steel bushing (11) and
combination of steel and rubber (10).
Resonant cavity (6). The length of this
cavity can be changed by moving the
lower transmitter by a screw assembly.
Electric motor, gear box and torque
limiter driving the screw assembly (9).
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The minimum borehole diameter in which the
instrument fits is 56 mm. In many tests, including
Stripa, the transmitter was used in a 76 mm
borehole. To bring the column of fluid to
resonance, the cavity has to be closed as well as
possible. The clearance of 2-3 mm, necessary to
prevent the instrument from getting wedged in the
hole, is permissible. A larger clearance hinders the
proper operation. Therefore, sleeves were installed
over the instrument to fill the excessive clearance.
The sleeves are built of alternate rings of
stainless steel and rubber. In operation, the sleeve
heads facing each other must be installed at
approximately the same positions with the active
heads of the piezo elements. A detail of the
instrument showing the resonant cavity and the added
sleeves is seen in Figure 2-5. In Figure 2-6 the
whole transmitter is seen while being introduced in
the borehole.

Figure 2-5 The resonance cavity with added sleeves
for operation in a 76 mm borehole.
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Figure 2-6 Piezoelectric source
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THE POWER SIGNAL GENERATOR

The power supply used to drive the piezo transmitter
is a modified version of a standard product made for
sonar equipment. It is shown in Figure 3-1.

The frequency selective output stage, which is
normally used in sonar systems, is not suitable for
a variable frequency output and does not allow the
emission of short pulse trains, as needed in this
application. Therefore, the tuned output stage has
been replaced at our request by an untuned wideband
version. All other subassemblies of the supply are
standard sonar technology.

The custom made output stage consists of four power
transistors connected in a full H-bridge scheme,
accurately driven in phase as a class D device, i.e.
the transistors are either fully conducting or
totally cut off. With this construction it is
possible to get at maximum power level appr. 4 kW
during short periods. However, as one signal burst
lasts for appr. one millisecond, the maximum energy
per burst is only a few Joules. The fraction of this
energy which actually goes into the rock is even
smaller. The piezoelements would tolerate without
problems at least a tenfold power level, but this
generator has been the most powerful available as a
standard. For the tests in the Stripa mine the power
of this device has been sufficient. For tests on
larger scale and in less competent rock, a higher
output driver has to be provided. The main reason
for choosing for the first trials a power supply
tested previously in rough offshore conditions is
safety. The built-in control circuits of the power
transistors take care of proper timing and protect
against abnormal operation conditions. In spite of
the high power level, the generator is quite
reliable and safe to use.
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Figure 3-1 Power supply and control unit
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THE BURST CONTROL UNIT

To control the operation of the power generator,
three low level signals are needed as input: a
continuous sinusoidal signal which governs the
frequency of the output, a gate signal which
controls the moment and duration of the emission and
a link for setting the power level. The gate signal
can be used also for synchronization of the
transmitter and the data recorder. For this
purpose, a separate control unit was built (Figure
3-1 ) providing accurate timing, frequency control,
stability and repeatability of the signal bursts.

As the received signals are relatively weak, tens or
hundreds of them must be stacked in order to reject
random noise. This, and the fact that the gate is
only one or a few cycles long, demanded a very
precise timing of the sinusoidal and gate signals.
For efficient stacking, the series of bursts to be
added must be strictly in phase. Therefore, the gate
must open and close always on the same phase of the
sinusoidal signal and always allow the same number
of cycles to get through.

With the burst control unit which we have built, the
frequency, burst length (in number of cycles) and
repetition rate of the emission can be preset. A
trigger signal is also sent to the data acqusition
unit for timing the recording. By this construction
we have avoided using linear power amplifiers which,
for a comparable output level, are expensive and
extremely bulky. The external unit completely
controls the power generator with the exception of
the instantaneous voltage level of the output. The
voltage can also be preset, but cannot be varied
within the same signal burst. However, this is not
a drawback when the system is driven at resonance.

The control unit is constructed using C-MOS circuits
and it consists of many programmable pulse counting
chains controlled by complex synchronizing circuits.
All pulse counters divide and count the same
original clock frequency, which avoids problems
caused by interference.

The three decade switches on the front panel of the
control unit permit to choose the signal frequency
from 1 Hz to 9999 Hz, the length of the repetitive
burst from 1 to 999 cycles and the repetition
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interval of the bursts from 0,01 second to 9,99
seconds. The relative power level at the output can
be selected in 3 dB steps by the rotative switch of
the control unit. All connections between the
control unit and power electronics are optically
isolated in order to avoid signal disturbances.
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APPENDIX 1 : SUMMARY OF ACOUSTICAL TRANSDUCER
SOURCE REPORT

1 . INTRODUCTION

This Appendix is a summary of ^lab's report on
transmitter system No. 1 :

A transducer with a resonance frequency at 6 kHz is
to be designed.

One common way of designing is to use an electrical
equivalent for the transducer and simulate with a
computer. The responses of such simulations are
given in this work, the basis of the model used is
shortly outlined below.

A typical low frequency piston transducer is
sketched in Figure 1-1. The centre bolt is needed
for high power application to prevent rupture of the
ceramic due to tensile forces. Front and backing
parts may have different forms, or may consist of
more than one material. They may also in principle
be absent.

Centre bolt

Backing Piezoelectric
elements

Front
(radiation head)

Figure 1-1 Low frequency pist-.on transducer in
principle



A com- .te analysis of such a construction involves
solutxc » of the wave equation for complex geometries
and is almost impossible without heavy numerical
tools- Instead of searching for an exact solution
one usually assumes an entirely longitudinal uniform
plane wave motion of every point in the
construction. This simplification results in a
one-dimensional wave equation which can be solved
analytically. Assuming harmonical excitation, the
solution is conveniently put in the form of
electrical equivalent circuits for the different
parts of the transducer. The total construction is
then analysed by linking together equivalent
circuits.

This model is completed with impedances connected to
the mechanial terminals. These impedances represent
water (or other medium) radiation loading
transformed through mechanical transmission lines
representing front and backing. The transmission
lines are specified through their lengths and
mechanical impedances.

One must not forget that the model outlined here is
based on simplifying assumptions. In practical
constructions the longitudinal piston resonance
modes will not be totally uniform in amplitude, and
other modes may be present. This is, however,
frequency dependent, and in our case, where the
cross section is much smaller than the length of the
transducer, these other modes will be negligible at
low frequencies.



DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS OF A 6 KHZ TRANSDUCER

In this work a computer model is used to design a
transducer that meets the following specifications:

- Max. diameter 60 mm
Cylindrical shape
Resonance appr. 6 kHz
If possible, low Q-factor (broadbanded)
Matched to water

- As high output as possible
Pressure up to 50 bar, temp. 5°C

In the high frequency region one usually makes
resonators of a total length A/2, where A is given
by

A = c/fR (1)

where
c = sound velocity in specific material
f_ = resonance frequency

As a backing, a low impedance material is used to
increase the radiation in the forward direction.
However, at low frequencies this will demand very
much ceramics, and will result in very long and
expensive transducers. Instead of using this design
method one may use a smaller ceramic piece in the
middle, and metal materials in back and front ends.
Materials, thicknesses, diameters and efficiency
specifications are chosen in order to meet the
specification criteria.

In this work, a 7.4 kHz transducer made by FFI-U was
used as a reference. This transducer was found to
be very good, but unfortunately too large for the
drill hole.

2.1 CERAMIC MATERIALS

Because ordering ang getting ceramics is a time
consuming process, we decided to choose the one
readily available. Therefore, CHANNEL 5400 Navy I
was chosen. This ceramics is often used in high
power sonars (in military equipment), and should be



a good choice for our application.

Table 2-1 Material constants for 5400 Navy 1

c (sound velocity)

c *+ Q * \ penni uuivity)

h

a

zc

(piezoelectric constant)

(elasticity constant)

: (acoustic impedance)

4060

693

30 1

1.24

31 1

m/s

O8 V/m

1011 N/m2

06 Pa/ms"1

The geometry of the ceramics units is cylindrical
with a diameter of 35 mm and a centre hole of 15 mm.
The height is 8 mm. The total length of the ceramic
part should therefore be m multiplied with 8 mm, m
to be any integer.

Earlier calculations with different ceramics have
shown that the differences between the types of
ceramics are small, maximum level of transmitting
sensitivity differs with one to two dB. This just
states that the choice of ceramic type will not make
a big influence in the transducer response.

2.2 BACK- AND FRONT-END MATERIALS

The most common materials used in low-frequency
transducers are aluminium in front and brass in
backing. One may also use steel in the backing and
magnesium or aluminium in the front. The front
material should have a specific impedance that lies
between the ones of water and ceramics, in order to
increase the power directed forward. The specific
impedance of water is 1.5 10 . With a great
impedance contrast the Q-value of the transducer
will be very high. The bandwidth of the transducer
depends on impedances, which depend on material
constants like density and sound velocity and the
diameter/area of the different materials.

At higher frequencies one may use an additional
quarter-wave-impedance-transformation-layer in front
of the resonator to increase the bandwidth. These
layers are usually a part of the transducer moulding
(e.g. epoxy).

Material parameters for all back and front materials
used in the simulations are given in Table 2-2.



Table 2-2 Material data for different front and
backing materials

MATERIAL

ALUMINIUM

MAGNESIUM

STEEL

BRASS

EPOXY

DIVINYCELL

POLYURETAN

WATER

IMPEDANCE
2

kg/m s

13.9 106

8.8 106

39 106

30 106

2.75 106

0.21 106

2.47 106

1.5 106

DENSITY

kg/m3

2,7 103

1.700 103

7.7 103

8.5 103

1150

0.2 103

1056

1000

VELOCITY

m/s

5150

5170

5050

3500

2395

1050

2343

1500

Several simulations using several combinations of
front and backing materials were made. They show
that there are small differencies between the
different material configurations. Brass and steel
as a backing material gives very small differencies.
The output is almost the same and the bandwidth
seems not to change.

For further simulations brass was chosen as backing
material. Brass is easily machined and its specific
impedance roughly matches PZT, while the impedance
contrast against water is large.

We now added a quarter-wave layer of epoxy in
the front to see if the -3 dB bandwidth increased.
Because of the material parameters in plastic
materials the impedance contrast between the ceramic
and the load is reduced. The transducer is now made
of brass as backing, Channel 5400 and aluminium and
epoxy as front layers. Compared to the same
construction without epoxy we have increased the -15
dB bandwidth a little, but decreased the resonance
peak around 5.4 kHz to 8 dB. What we have gained
in -3 dB bandwidth is too small compared to the
extra length the epoxy layer gives. At 6 kHz this
is approximately 10 cm. A simulation with a very
thin layer of polyuretan was also performed. This



increased the bandwidth a little, but lowered the
max level with 2 dB. This layer is approximately
the thickness of the moulding.

An attempt to get a further increase of radiation
into water (less radiation backwards) was performed
by adding divinycell as an extra backing layer.
This is common in ordinary half-wave-length
constructions, because one gets almost total
reflection because of the impedance contrast between
the ceramics and the divinycell. In our
construction this was not the case, because we
already have brass between the ceramics and the
water. We found out that we just increase the
resonance frequency to appr. 8.0 kHz, but do not
improve the -3 dB bandwidth or peak level by adding
divinycell.

At this point a conclusion was made that the
transducer should consist of brass, ceramics and
aluminium. It has to be moulded in a plastic or
rubber material to prevent short circuity of the
electrodes and corrosion of the metals. This layer
will although be some 3-4 mm, so it is neglected in
further simulations.

The next step in the simulation is now to vary the
areas of the front and back layers and the total
length of the transducer. Varying areas modify the
impedances and thus also modify bandwidths. An
increase in the -3 dB bandwidth will, however,
reduce the peak efficiency of the transducer.

The correct area of the ceramics used in the
transmitter is:

A . = n(0.035/2)2 - n(0.015/2)2 = 7.85 10 4 m2

ceramics

(The subtraction is due to the hole in the middle)

Figures 2-1 to 2-3 show 3 different front- and
backshapes: the total length is, however, the same.
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Figure 2-1 Whole head coned

Figure 2-2 2/3 of head coned

I
I

(MAmkjCS f or

bacU,

Figure 2-3 Nothing of head coned

The backlayer is not coned at all. As stated
earlier, the transducer now has a backlayer of brass
and a frontlayer of aluminium.

The maximum output levels which we get by simulation
were approximately the same for all three
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configurations:
is neglectible.

they differ only with one dB, which

The last configuration is neglected in further
simulations because it will cause reflections in the
transition region between ceramics and aluminium.
These effects are not included in our model.

The resonance frequency changes, however, with the
three different shapes. The faster the area of the
front increases, the resonance frequency decreases.
With no coning at all the resonance frequency is
approximately 7.3 kHz.

The total length of the transducers is 0.3 A, which
corresponds to 20,8 cm when the resonance frequency
is set to 6 kHz. The relative lengths are sketched
in Figure 2-4.

0.089X 0.12X 0.087X Tot.: 0.3A

51.9 ram 81.2 mm 74.2 mm Tot.: 208 mm

Figure 2-4 Configuration of transducer with response
in Figures 2-1 to 2-3

In order to lower the resonance frequency we
increased the total length to 0.34 X. By also
increasing the diameter of the brass to 0.050 m and
giving it a conical shape, we got the response as
shown in Figure 4-1 . A more detailed view around
resonance is given in Figure 4-2, which shows a -3
dB bandwidth of 370 Hz, and a Q 15.6. The shape
and lengths are given in Figure 2-5.

The Q-value is defined as

Q = fR/Af 3.1

Af is the bandwidth where the level is 3 dB below
max level



TRANSMITTING SENSITIVITY <SV> vs. *H

KONET 1/3 BAK.KONET 1/3 FCKAN 0.34L

-13.»

-30.0
2.8

PAKAMETERSi.

t* - 2
MB - 2
•ACK IMP • 1.30000
LOAD IMP • 1.S0
MAX-
LEVEL • .1141E«O3
nUNCOOE • 123

3.3 0.3 11.7 19.0

3.3 0.3 11.7 19.0

TRANSDUCER CONFIGURATION:

MATERIAL

LENGTH
(mm)

BRASS

46,6

CERAMICS

120

ALUMINIUM

68,6

Figure 2-5 Transducer response
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SENSITIVITY <SV> VS. M<Z

MONET 1/3 MK, KONET 1/3 FXMAN TOT. .34L

a. a

-7.9

-is. a

iså. a

PAKAMETEKSi

IT - 2
NS - 2
•AOC IMP • 1.3OOM
UJAO IMP , 1 . 3 0
MMO-
LEVEL t .1142E-»O3
MMCOOE . 128

3. a 3 . 3 8 . 0 0 . 9

0 . 0

•100.0
4 . 9 3 . 0 9 . 3 S.0 8 . 3

TRANSDUCER CONFIGURATION:

MATERIAL

LENGTH
(mm)

BRASS

46,6

CERAMICS

120

ALUMINIUM

68,6

Figure 2-6 Transducer response
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0.08X 0.17A 0.09A Tot.: 0.34X

brass ceramics aluminium

47 mm 120 mm 83 mm Tot.: 250 mm

Figure 2-7 Construction of transducer with response
given in Figures 2-5 and 2-7.

This construction is chosen and Figure 2-3 shows how
this is made. It consists of 15 piezoceramic disks
with beryllium copper electrodes. That many disks
in parallel give the advantage of a low electrical
impedance, which makes the tranducer more efficient
(we get more power out). To isolate the metal on
each end a disk of Steatite is put between, and the
whole thing is moulded in plastic material.
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NTERNAL HASt

STEATITE DISC

COPPER ELECTRODE

PIEZOCERAHIC OIGC

15 PIECES OF 0 MM

STEATITE OISK

OIVINYCELL ELECTRICAL
ISOLATION

TENSION ROD (STEEL)

RAOIATING HEAD (ALUMINIUM)

Figure 2-8 Transducer construction
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